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Not German, I’m Scouse   
A Lifelong Red's Journey Abroad 

By Carsten Nippert 

Key features 

• Hilarious and heart-warming story of an unlikely Liverpool 
supporter who ignored the naysayers to follow his dream 

• As a young boy, Carsten was mesmerised by the anthem 
‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ and that all-red kit 

• Almost every aspect of his young life was shaped by his 
passion for Liverpool FC 

• Offers Carsten’s take on the media coverage after the 
Heysel and Hillsborough tragedies 

• Fascinating stories of his travels while supporting the Reds, 
including European Cup final trips to Heysel, Istanbul, 
Athens, Kiev and Madrid 

• Charts his development from being a passionate outsider 
and overseas supporter to becoming an honorary Scouser 

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 
Description 

Not German, I’m Scouse is the hilarious, emotional and compelling life story of German Liverpool supporter Carsten Nippert. As a young 
boy, Carsten was fascinated by the Reds. His teenage years were marked by despair and frustration as rare TV highlights and an unreliable 
radio reception offered the only access to his beloved Liverpool. Fear characterised his first visits to Anfield when he encountered vitriolic 
Mancunians and Kopites whose dialect he could not understand. His whole life revolved around his unquenchable passion. An 
emotionally blackmailed mother had to provide a ticket for a European Cup final when her underage son announced he would travel 
there regardless. She was even tasked, through his will, with scattering his ashes around Anfield if she outlived him. Carsten’s adventures 
took him to Istanbul, outwitting riot police and ‘bunking in’ in Athens, a sleepless round-trip to Kiev and an unforgettable party in 
Madrid. Not German, I’m Scouse is the remarkable tale of an unlikely Liverpool fan who became a Scouser at heart. 
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